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“The purpose of medicine is to prevent significant disease, to decrease pain and to postpone death… Technology has to support 

these goals—if not, it may be even counterproductive.” 

Dr. Joel E. Nobel, founder, ECRI Institute. 

 

Diseases—An Endless War 

Just a couple of decades ago experts declared that many infectious diseases were on the brink of 

extinction.  Improved sanitation, mosquito control, global vaccination, and modern antibiotics 

appeared to have won the war, and self-assuredness spawned complacency.  Flush with our early 

successes against them, we concluded that microbes were no competition for our big human brains. We 

were dead wrong. 

Largely unnoticed the world has been changing, socio-politically.  In developing nations, people 

are hacking their way into previously inaccessible areas, where a menacing menagerie of bacteria and 

viruses skulk about, hungry for new warm-blooded hosts.  Third world metropolises also grow 

increasingly crowded, overwhelming sewage and water systems and providing a microbial mixing 

bowl for the creation of new communicable diseases.  Wars in nations least able to afford them spawn 

immense human migrations and refugee settlements with little or no sanitation or medical care.  And 

changing patterns of temperature and rainfall allow disease-carrying insects to extend their range. 

Table 1.  Types of diseases.  This list of each disease type is by no means exhaustive. 

Bacterial Parasitic Viral Lifestyle 

Plague Malaria Smallpox Scurvy 

Leprosy African Trypanosomiasis Measles Kuru & CJD 

Syphilis Chagas disease Yellow fever Cancer 

Typhus Lymphatic filariasis Dengue fever Heart disease 

Cholera Schistosomiasis Rabies  

Tuberculosis Hookworm Polio  

Puerperal fever Onchocerciasis Influenza  

                                                        
∗ This article is based on a forthcoming eBook, Hwa A. Lim, Epidemiologically Yours: Globesity, diabetes and communicable 

diseases, (eBook, 2011). 
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Encephalitis lethargica  Ebola  

  AIDS  

  SARS  

 

In short, our world definitely favors the bugs; microbes have the advantage.  There are a lot more 

of them than us, their generation time is minutes instead of years, they evolve rapidly; and of course, 

we aid and abet them in many ways—by travel, commerce in foodstuffs, transportation of animals, our 

abuse and overuse of antibiotics, counterfeits, and our follies such as waging wars.  In short, we are 

playing right into their hands! 

Bioinformatics—New Roles 

The current working definition of bioinformatics is “research, development, or application of 

computational tools and approaches for expanding the use of biological, medical, behavioral or health 

data, including those to acquire, store, organize, archive, analyze, or visualize such data” (2000).  Two 

earlier definitions, as defined by the author, were: “a new subject of genetic data collection, analysis 

and dissemination to the research community” (1987), and “a study of information content and 

information flow in biological systems and processes” (1992).1 

In broad strokes, in countering communicable diseases, the roles for bioinformatics can be more 

encompassing, including some new and surprising ones.  Not all of these roles are independent; in 

fact, some of them are interrelated. 

Peacekeeping 

This may come as a surprise, but when it comes to communicable diseases, no nation is an island.  

There used to be diseases of the Third World, and for which richer nations show not much interest 

unless they are in a military conquest in the region (for example, the attempts to eradicate malaria in 

Latin America when the U.S. was interested in the region).  But now, in a military conquest or not, 

global trades and global travels are so common that the world has shrunk into a global 

village—diseases in one part of the globe will quickly spread to other parts of the globe, unless certain 

measures are taken in a timely manner. 

Not surprisingly, a 1999 CIA report—an unclassified version of which was released in 2000—for 

the first time labeled global disease as a national security threat, elevating microbes to a level of 

political concern usually accorded nuclear warheads.  Also in 2000, the United Nations Security 

Council convened a meeting to discuss the security threat of AIDS, the council’s first meeting devoted 

to a health issue. 

It is an important, even revolutionary, insight that nations can enhance their own stability by 

taming diseases abroad.  The catch is that public health improvements are difficult to implement in 

countries that are politically unstable or at war, as many of the world’s most plague-afflicted nations 

are. 

Thus, instead of spreading military footprints such as instigating wars among African nations, 

richer nations should consider spreading more goodwill, such as helping build infrastructure for better 

hygiene, and promote activities for better health.  Affordable vaccination programs are indispensable, 

so is a good bioinformatics infrastructure for monitoring and controlling communicable diseases.  
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Bioinformatics studies of these diseases will help understand the diseases and curb spread of these 

diseases. 

Plot Spoiler 

It is bad enough that in today’s crowded and interconnected world small outbreaks can blossom 

inadvertently into huge epidemics, equally worrisome is the fact that terrorists can take advantage of 

the modern vulnerability and intentionally sow the seeds of a devastating disease.  A bio-terrorism 

attack, as difficult to counter as almost any act of war, combines the best of microbial lethality and 

human ingenuity.  Billions of infectious particles can be stored in a small vial, much easier to smuggle 

into a country than a nuclear device.  Computer models have shown that an intentional outbreak of 

smallpox could spread uncontrollably almost before officials could take action to contain it.
2
 

On a larger scale, a biological warfare is defined as the deliberate use of microorganisms or toxic 

substances derived from living cells for hostile purposes, that is, to kill, injure or incapacitate human 

beings, or the animals or plants on which human beings depend for survival.  Defined this way, a 

biological warfare has the opposite purpose of the public health—the very pathogens: disease-causing 

viruses, bacteria, fungi and other microbes against which medicine has waged endless battle, are now 

used for harming humans.  It is thus sometimes aptly called “public health in reverse”.3 

Since today’s antibiotics may be useless because germs could be equipped with genes resistant to 

all of them, it may be argued that it is shortsighted to put too much effort into developing vaccines.  

Instead, researchers should concentrate on ways to treat victims of biological weapons.  For any 

treatment to be effective amid the potential chaos of a bio-terrorist attack, speed will be of the essence.  

Researchers should be developing drugs that work against a wide variety of infections and that can be 

used even before definitive diagnosis. 

Bioinformatics can accelerate development of broad-spectrum drugs by taking advantage of 

recently identified similarities in the way many pathogens produce diseases.  For example, diseases 

such as Ebola, anthrax and plague all kill their victims by inducing a widespread inflammatory reaction 

similar to toxic shock syndrome.  An anti-inflammatory drug could be developed that could stop all of 

them.  Another example is a gang of bacteria, including plague, Salmonella, Shigella and 

Pseudomonas aeruginosa, relies on very similar proteins to latch onto human cells and inject toxins.  

Drugs that block this system might save people from all these germs. 

Furthermore, developments of new bioinformatics tools and detection tools should help in 

discriminating any act of bio-terrorism before it gets out of control, such as for example, in telling apart 

instances of natural outbreak or intentional outbreak by examining the origin of the viral strain (a local 

strain or a foreign strain), or improvements in sensitivity for early and timely detection. 

Vaccine Development 

To a bio-terrorist perhaps the most attractive feature is its fantastic capacity to create social unrest and 

political instability.  And yet the recent emphasis on bio-terrorism obscures a more pedestrian but 

equally important truth about infectious and communicable diseases: Even without the element of 

intentional terror, diseases are a huge source of human suffering—and a tremendously destabilizing 

force.  Nearly half of the world’s premature deaths—defined as deaths under the age of 45—are 

caused by infectious diseases.  Some 30 million infants in developing countries remain unprotected by 

the lifesaving childhood vaccines that in the rest of the world are administered routinely; a million die 
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each year from measles alone.  It may not be obvious in the healthier nations, but from a microbe’s 

point of view the world today—even with modern antibiotics and fancy vaccines—remains a virtual 

smorgasbord.  With the recent reemergence of some of these diseases in richer nations, there is a 

growing recognition that no nation is completely shielded. 

While vaccines are by far the most effective and cost-efficient weapons in the war against 

infectious diseases, precious little money is being spent on the development of new ones today, and 

vaccines for HIV, TB and malaria remain elusive.  There is no vaccine against West Nile virus and 

none under development while the disease was ensconced in Africa.  But now that it is racing through 

the U.S., the U.S. government has started financing such an effort. 

But more often than we once thought, simple solutions will work best.  About 25% of childhood 

malaria deaths could be prevented tomorrow if children in affected areas simply slept under mosquito 

nets treated with insecticide.  The cost is only about $5 a year per child! 

And for those communicable diseases that have no simple solutions, bioinformatics can help in the 

development of vaccines.  A case in point is the 2003 SARS epidemic in Asia, and how quickly the 

SARS virus was sequenced, vaccine developed.
4
 

Table 2.  Senseless numbers—putting annual budgets in perspectives.  (Sources:  Scott Wallsten and Katrina Kosec (war 

costs); Linda Bilmes and Joseph Stiglitz (war costs); Kaiser Family Foundation (health care); Jane Waldfogel, Columbia 

University School of Social Work (preschool); National Cancer Institute (cancer); Unicef (immunization)). 

 Description Budget ($ billion) 

Iraq War* Annual military expenses, future cost of veteran medical care 

and disability payments, cost of rebuilding the military after 

the war, and increase cost of oil as a result of the war. 

$200.0 

Universal Healthcare For all the people in the U.S. without it. $100.0 

Universal Preschool Half-days for 3-year-olds and full-days for 4-year-olds. $35.0 

Security Carrying out the 9/11 Commission recommendations. $10.0 

Cancer Research Annual budget. $6.0 

Immunization For the world’s children against measles, whooping cough, 

tetanus, tuberculosis, polio and dipthetria. 

$0.6 

 

Forcing Genie Back Into The Bottle—Microbes For Peace? 

As the nuclear arms race escalated in the early 1950s, the U.S. launched “Atoms for Peace”.  “Atoms 

for Peace” is a drive to promote the good things the atom might do.  When we think of nuclear power, 

we cannot deny that nuclear research and engineering have brought benefits, particularly in the 

biomedical arena. 

Recent alarm about biological weapons may now provide a similar opportunity to extend the drive.  

Call it “Microbes for Peace”.  Indeed, some of the toxins that can be used as biological agents have 

entirely peaceful uses as well.  For example, botulinum toxin can be used to treat disorders of the 

muscles of the eye, or in cosmetics and beauty industry. 

Starting in 1972, the U.S., the Soviet Union, U.K., and other one hundred and eighty nations 

signed the Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention (BTWC), but the treaty did not go into force 

until March 1975.  The accord prohibited the possession of deadly biological agents except for 

research into such defensive measures as vaccines, detectors and protective gear.  It is the world’s first 
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treaty to ban an entire class of weapons.  But the treaty was only a pledge, and it was filled with 

loopholes: no limits were set on the quantities of germs that could be used for research; no standards 

were stated for distinguishing between defensive and offensive work; no forms of consultation were 

specified; and no mechanisms of enforcement were established. 

Analysts inside and outside the government nonetheless saw the international ban, like other 

treaties, as entirely in the U.S. self interest.  The rationale was simple: when war is costly and military 

action requires tons of advanced equipment and nuclear arms, only the wealthiest countries can play 

the game; cheap arms of biological weapons of devastating force, on the other hand, level the playing 

field. 

Perhaps not insignificant is that the original BTWC treaty also encompassed the peaceful uses of 

biology.  As an inducement, it called for rich countries to help poor ones combat diseases and 

emerging microbes.  To combat emerging diseases, there is a need to keep a close watch on infections 

worldwide.  This requires top-quality medical laboratories for diagnosis and epidemiological analysis.  

These are rare.  Africa is especially short of laboratories, yet nearly half the potentially 

world-threatening, novel infections investigated by the WHO are in Africa or originate from Africa.  

The peaceful uses part of the bio-weapons treaty may yet bond the rich and poor together to combat 

emerging diseases. 

The issue is not without politics.  To assess whether outbreaks are natural or illicit, the 

epidemiological background has to be ascertained, and this will require international monitors.  

Developing countries quite rightly want any investment in disease monitoring to be just that, and not a 

way in for foreign military snoopers or reconnaissance.  The investment, if it happens, will have to be 

purely civilian.  Members of the treaty are discussing collaborating on regional epidemiological 

laboratories, quite separate from any formal effort to watch for biological attack.  For these 

laboratories to be functional, they will need bioinformatics field tools, which will help collect, and 

upload the data to somewhere else for further analysis. 

Ironically, if this comes to pass, the disease monitoring collaboration, “Microbes for Peace”, may 

become the biological weapons treaty’s greatest achievement. 

Surveillance 

The watchword “surveillance” is the linchpin in the battle against emerging diseases.  It needs not be 

complicated or high tech.  When the cryptosporidiosis outbreak hit Milwaukee (U.S.) in 1993, it took 

official many days to recognize they had a problem.  The causative organism was not one they tested 

for routinely.  And the foremost symptom of infection—severe diarrheas—was not the kind of thing 

that people typically called their doctors about, at least not at first. 

After the epidemic is brought under control, health officials conducted a retrospective study to see 

how they might have picked up on it sooner.  The very best and earliest indication of trouble, they 

found, had been a vast increase in sales of over-the-counter (OTC) anti-diarrheal medicines—a simple 

sales spike that went unnoticed because no one was looking for it. 

It is only now that some departments of health have arrangements with drugstore chains to receive 

weekly anti-diarrheal sales data, and that public health officers are starting to tally symptoms of 

patients in emergency rooms and are using computers and bioinformatics tools to look for groups of 

symptoms that might indicate the spread of a disease through the community several days before 

microbial culture results begin to yield clues. 
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But there is a place for high-tech surveillance as well.  In perhaps the best example is scientists at 

110 centers around the world collect samples of the influenza virus from patients each winter and 

conduct sophisticated genetic tests on those viruses, which mutate continually from year to year. These 

scientists pool their information to predict which strain will dominate in the upcoming year, and 

vaccine companies rush to make new batches of exactly the right vaccines just in time for the next flu 

season. 

In addition to its role in monitoring symptoms that might indicate the spread of a disease, the role 

bioinformatics played on the fly during the SARS epidemic of 2003/2004, or in each upcoming flu 

season will be a recurring role—rapid identification and possibly, a vaccine developed—whenever an 

outbreak, especially of a new disease, occurs.
4
 

Truce Making 

In order to understand this role better, let us backtrack a little to better appreciate the interplay between 

humans and their environs: the cosmos within and cosmos without. 

Cosmos Within. Scientists estimate that the human body has around 7.5×1013 cells.  Many of these 

cells are not of human origin, but represent microscopic commensal and mutual organisms.  In 

commensal interactions, one species of organism benefits and the other is unaffected; in mutual 

interactions, both organisms benefit. 

Certain parts of the body, such as the solid organs, blood, cerebrospinal fluid, and urine, are 

normally sterile.  Established microbial populations may be found on the skin and in the lower 

respiratory tract, mouth, and lower gut.  Throughout life, these resident organisms vary in type and 

number, and individuals can have significant differences in their resident populations.5 

Commensal organisms play a significant role in preventing infections.  This may be simply 

because they deny the invading organism access to the target site, or because the benign organism 

actively produces substances that inhibit the growth of, or even kill, other organisms.  Or through an 

example of a microbe-microbe interaction—a phenomenon known as “competitive exclusion” in which 

beneficial microbes directly compete with disease-causing microbes for food and other resources, 

eventually crowding them out.  Exposure to commensal organisms is necessary for the appropriate 

development of both the innate and acquired immune systems.  Once established, these organisms 

interact with these immune defenses, possibly changing the nature of the immune response to other 

antigens, including commensal and pathogenic organisms. 

Commensal flora and fauna may also “switch roles” and become an important source of infection 

for the human host.  For example, infections may occur when for any reason the commensals gain 

access to inappropriate body sites.  Infections caused by microscopic organisms derived from 

commensal organisms are known as endogenous infections.  These infections range from minor 

conditions, such as boils, to life-threatening infections.  For example, streptococcal bacteria from the 

mouth or skin can gain access to the bloodstream and cause bacterial endocarditis—an infection of the 

interior of the heart. 

Commensal and mutual organisms are in a constantly changing dynamic equilibrium with their 

human host.  Strains, or groups of these organisms, are constantly being replaced and displaced by 

other strains.  In this way, the commensal organism adapts to changes that occur in the host.6 

Cosmos Without. If disease is an endless war, why not call a truce with microbes when it comes to the 

cosmos without.  Microorganisms (microbes) are very diverse; they include bacteria, fungi, archaea, 
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and protists; microscopic plants (called green algae); and animals such as plankton and the planarian.  

Some microbiologists also include viruses, but others consider these as non-living. 

We can learn something about the power of simplicity from the microbes behind today’s emerging 

diseases.  Microbes discovered long ago that evolution favors economy, as discussed in cosmos 

within.  It may be, for example, that some drugs and vaccines should be more nuanced than today’s, 

taking aim at only the most virulent strains of each bug.  Some culprits are bound to survive anyway, 

and they might as well be ones we can get along with.  Then the few deadly individuals that do 

remain—by becoming resistant to drugs or by hiding—will have to compete with the much bigger 

population of their less virulent peers in “competitive exclusion”. 

Research Into Microbes. Bioinformatics should thus study extensively microbes to further understand 

as many of them as possible.  Faced with the hard reality that we will never get rid of virulent 

microbes completely, we might as well learn to live with them.  In this new role, bioinformatics will 

focus on understanding microbes—analyses of their sequences, genetics, behaviors and others—and 

how they interact with their environments.7 

Bioinformatics will have to elucidate more on the dynamics.  In other words, bioinformatics will 

help in understanding the symbiosis, and in the evolutionary interventions that will tip the balance of 

competition toward benign strains.  Other spin-offs from these studies may conclude developments of 

environmental research and biofuels.8 

Fakes, Counterfeits and to Counter Fakes 

This business of drug counterfeiting has expanded in the last five years, walking off with nearly $35 

billion in black market profits. 

Counterfeit medicines, some of them sold over the Internet, are swamping unregulated markets in 

developing nations with sometimes fatal results.  The World Health Organization (WHO) estimates 

that up to 10% of the medications sold globally are actually counterfeits.  Of this, some 25 to 50% of 

the medicines used in developing countries are now believed to be counterfeits.  Providers range from 

makeshift village markets to Web sites.  The number in the U.S. is much lower—experts peg it at 

1%—but the practice is growing as dealers of illicit street drugs like cocaine and Ecstasy discover there 

are more profit and less risks in selling phony tablets of drugs. 

Some unscrupulous suppliers have been known to boost their profits by “uplabeling”—for 

example, passing off a 10-mg dose of a drug as a 40-mg dose.  Expiration dates may be altered as 

well.  Vulnerabilities in the supply chain can also be traced to secondary drugs wholesalers, who face 

pressure to keep costs low and may not be inclined to scrutinize the source of their purchase.  Where 

the drug changes hands several times, there exist the possibilities for problems—the bogus drugs go 

from a wholesaler’s warehouse to a retail pharmacy and into a consumer’s medicine cabinet. 

It is difficult to ascertain how many people unwittingly ingest counterfeit drugs each year.  Once 

taken, a fake antibiotic pill made of rice starch or a vaccine made of water is virtually untraceable in 

the body.  Victims succumb to their illnesses, leaving no sign of a crime. In the absence of 

investigations, very few victims have ever been unidentified. Its anonymity has allowed the racket to be 

ignored and to thrive. 

Means of chemical or biological bar-coding can provide a reliable way to tell apart fakes from 

genuine drugs.  The equivalent of bar-code devices, call it bioinformatics bar-code devices if you 

wish, will certainly help curb illicit counterfeits and counter fakes. 
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With Other Hi-Techs, March Forth 

Bioinformatics is a tool, with enabling roles as well as enabled roles.  Most of what we discussed 

above are its enabling roles—it enables the rapid discovery of vaccines, for example.  Bioinformatics 

is enabled by advances in other technologies as well.  For example, nanotechnology helps in 

improving specificity and sensitivity in diagnosis.  Bioinformatics, coupled with new devices 

employing new technologies, helps detect diseases at an earlier stage (sensitivity), and helps 

discriminate diseases better (specificity). 

In diagnostics, for example, nanotechnology (nanocrystals) has been incorporated in multiplexing 

systems—a test that can assay multiple analytes simultaneously.  Multiplex tests are useful because 

many diseases share the same symptoms, and a disease may have multiple causes, leading to different 

treatments.  Multiplexing also play key roles in studies of single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP), 

genetic diseases, thus leading to preventive medicine. 

In gene and drug delivery, nanotechnology has been successfully tried in gene and drug delivery to 

human hepatocytes.  Such a delivery system has a number of advantages: safety (no detectable 

toxicity), efficiency (high levels of expression), specificity (highly selective in binding), and large 

packaging load (can deliver DNA larger than 40 Kbp).9 

Thus bioinformatics will be enabled by new breakthrough in other technologies to continue to have 

significant roles in diagnostics and therapies. 

Preventive Medicine 

Research is subordinated—not to a long-term social benefit—but to an immediate commercial profit. 

Currently, disease (not health) is one of the major sources of profit for the pharmaceutical industry, and 

the doctors are willing agents of those profits. 

Preventive programs cost money upfront, but can cut overall treatment costs to insurers, yet few 

insurers pay for preventive care.  One reason is a third of people with health coverage switch insurers 

every year.  Insurers thus reason that their investment in preventive health measures could become 

another company’s gain.  In fact, people generally change their health insurance about every six years.  

As a result, any savings from preventive measures will only go to their competitors anyway. 

Patients are also more inclined to pay high prices when severe health consequences are imminent.  

When the danger is distant, perhaps uncertain, as with communicable diseases and chronic conditions, 

there is less willingness to pay, which undercuts prices and profits.  There is a lesser sense of alarm 

associated with slow-moving threats, so prices and profits for chronic and preventive care remain low.  

Doctors, insurers and hospitals can command much higher prices and profit margins for a bypass 

surgery that a patient needs today than they can for nutrition counseling likely to prevent a bypass 

tomorrow, or counseling to stop the spread of a disease. 

As long as doctors continue to be paid by the procedure instead of for spending time with patients, 

they will find ways to game the system.  The medical technology race is a promise that we will 

continue to try to do everything we can.  That may be a noble goal, but it is hardly a prescription for 

controlling costs (and sufferings).  The purpose of medicine is to prevent significant disease, to 

decrease pain and to postpone death… Technology has to support these goals—if not, it may be even 

counterproductive. 
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Given the failures of high-tech medicine, low-tech dietary preventive approaches are starting to get 

the attention they deserve.  But at this moment, high-tech still remains in favor, and the lucrative 

medical-device market in the U.S. is a favorite of venture capitalists.10 

Bioinformatics, via genetic make-up, can help individuals in predicting their susceptibility and 

suggest preventive measures, such as a change of lifestyle or diet.  Bioinformatics, via its education 

component, can help individuals understand diseases better, before they strike or after they have 

stricken. 

Informing and Educating 

A Chinese proverb says: “Give a man a fish, and you feed him for a day.  Teach a man to fish, and 

you feed him for a lifetime” (授人與魚不如授人與漁).  The argument is that simply taking care of 

the poor does nothing to eliminate poverty and that they will ultimately benefit more from efforts to, 

say, find cures for the diseases that afflict them, improve public education, or teach them how to 

prevent the spread of diseases. 

As bioinformatics unravels more of the secrets of communicable diseases, the public has to be 

educated and informed of the new findings to help curb media hyperbole, calm mass hysteria, and stop 

the spread of diseases.  Thus, as with any other research areas, bioinformatics has to be part of a very 

credible education network, such as the Center for Disease Control and Prevention in the U.S. 

While it is the responsibility of the government to inform and educate its population, it is the 

responsibility of the public to make sure that they stay informed, instead of spreading unfounded 

rumors and misconceptions; and to stay prepared when outbreaks should occur. 

Bioinformatics 2.0—The Way Forward 

Obviously, the roles of bioinformatics have expanded as a consequence of breakthroughs in supporting 

technologies (nanotechnology, for example) and socio-political changes (bioterrorism, for example).  

Likewise, the scope of bioinformatics can also broaden by tapping into social transformation ushered in 

by new technologies. 

Let us look at the ubiquitous Internet.  The most important thing to emerge from the Web to date 

has been email.  Clearly, connection was the Web’s killer application, plain and simple.  This is the 

generation that emails, texts, instant messages—frequently all at once, that is, multitasking (NOT 

multiplexing).  New social network sites made those connections easier, more interesting, or more 

fun: blogging; sharing photos, videos, news clips, restaurant reviews, friends, articles, lecture notes. 

And not to mention sharing life experiences such as sufferings from diseases, or recovery from a grave 

“terminal” illness. 

OS and P2P 

This may seem like a curious path for the Web to take, from companies pushing goods, services, or 

information via the Web to companies building sites that would allow everyone to push them to each 

other.  It was hardly one that seemed obvious or planned, but just as the business models of the first 

bubble laid the foundation for Web 2.0 economics, so too did a handful of early sites like eBay, 

Craiglist, KaZaA, and Napster create the first seeds of community online.  The two greatest influences 

were a couple of underground movements called open-source software (OSS) and peer-to-peer (P2P) 
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file sharing.  And ironically, both were mostly born in stodgy old Europe, not in the Silicon Valley of 

the U.S.!  Clearly, there is a European socialist basis to the idea.  It obviously targets the capitalist 

U.S. media conglomerates. 

The more important of the two was the open source software.  Open source programs are 

typically written by far-flung coders working all over the globe to solve some problem, frequently for 

the intellectual challenge of it alone.  The best known examples are Linux (an operating system for 

computers, servers and even mobile phones and calculators) and Mozilla’s Firefox (Web browser).  

Both Linux and Mozilla succeeded because they made people feel like they were part of a movement, 

something bigger than themselves.  That is hard to do, but it is far bigger motivator than a paycheck. 

At the same time open source was taking off in serious geek circles, peer-to-peer networks like 

Napster, KaZaA, and BitTorrent were using far-flung communities to swap music and movies for free 

all over the world.  Open source was using community to make the Web work; Napster and KaZaA 

were using it to make the Web cool. 

In the late 1990s and early 2000s most of the Internet world was obsessed with the idea of portals: 

sites which aggregate a large amount of information—stock quotes, weather, news, links to other sites 

and so forth—would put all this media and information on one page that would essentially be your 

gateway to the Internet.11 

Instead, P2P such as KaZaA would be a platform where anyone could put content online and have 

distribution of it worldwide.  The idea is that millions (today more than a billion) of people connected 

online can collectively be a better news and entertainment service than any one company.  Whatever 

the source, KaZaA and other peer-to-peer networks like Napster were the first instances of 

user-generated content on the Web. 

In a certain sense, the bioinformatics community has been doing this: putting software for free 

distribution, and dumping genetic sequences into a public database. 

Application, Feature, and Platform 

Widgets are mini-applications you bolt onto a site.  A YouTube video you add to your MySpace page, 

for example, is a widget.  So is a BMI calculator in a bioinformatics site.  Just a little more than ten 

years after Marc Andreessen and Jim Clark released Netscape, people were not just using the Web, 

they were assembling their own pages by using these easy-to-install widgets—like snapping together 

LEGOs to make the site of your dreams. 

Three other lingoes are constantly bandied about in the software and bioinformatics start-up scene: 

application, feature, and platform.  An application is a specific program that is part of something 

bigger.  For the Internet as a whole, email has been called the killer app.  In the world of traditional 

computer software, Microsoft Word or Excel is an example of an application, part of the bigger 

Microsoft desktop collection of software; a gene finding program is an application in a larger 

bioinformatics package.  A feature is usually a subset of an application.  For instance, stock charts 

are a feature of Yahoo!’s finance page; a graphics displaying a genetic sequence is a feature of genetic 

analysis in a bioinformatics package. 

Then there are platforms.  Platforms are broad, powerful sites or programs that many different 

applications and features plug into.  For Microsoft, its ubiquitous operating system is the platform that 

all its other programs run on.  For Google, its superior search engine is the platform.  Yahoo! News 

and Yahoo! Images, for instance, are applications made possible by Yahoo!’s search platform.  A 
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bioinformatics company may have a microarray or a multiplexing platform, bundled with other 

applications and features. 

Social Networking 

The terms are agonizingly fuzzy and hard to pin down.  No one will admit his company is just a 

feature.  One entrepreneur’s potential platform may seem merely a feature to a snooty investor.  All 

of this is important when it comes to social networking because in the immediate aftermath of the 

bubble’s burst, the conventional wisdom was that social networking was a feature, or at best an 

application to be run off a larger, more profitable site.  But the reality was, once a start-up had 

someone’s entire social Web captive on its site, it could roll out a number of applications that had never 

really worked before. 

In business terms, no one knew what it really meant yet.  Maybe it was just a fad.  But some 

people see the Web browser as the new computer, Facebook or MySpace as the new operating system, 

and companies like Slide—a site for slide shows, photo sharing, and image hosting—as developers of 

the new programs and applications.  In the bioinformatics scene, a bioinformatics Facebook 

(DNAbook) has yet to emerge.  May be this will never happen since the bioinformatics community is 

only a subset of the larger (Facebook) community; or may be DNAbook will just be a part of 

Facebook. 

But before we cast this into stone, let us see how some of these successful social network sites 

became what they are today.  By 2007, the Web scene had broken out in a raging case of platform 

disease.  Every Website that was doing well and had done any sort of job digitizing people’s identities 

was calling itself a platform and brainstorming about all the ways it could use this new element called 

social media to become more and more core to its users’ lives.  For example, Yelp did not want to be 

just about restaurant reviews, but about reviews of all kinds.  And not only that, it wanted to indirectly 

be a site for making friends, dating, hanging out.  Yelpers organized regular get-togethers on the site 

and would hang out in its chat rooms. 

Thinking Out of the Leaning Ivory Tower 

For this to be able to happen in the academic sector such as the bioinformatics community, the 

community will have to identify a core (such as health, or communicable disease), which is of concern 

to almost everyone—if not everyone—alive, and build the site around this larger community.  More 

importantly, since most bioinformaticists and bioinformaticians are very “different” from the common 

people and entrepreneurs, to be able to do so, these people would need a complete change of 

mindset—to think out of the (leaning) ivory tower and be more entrepreneurial. 

Technical factors such as innovation, design, and technology get these companies only so far.  A 

great Web 2.0/bioinformatics 2.0 site needs a mob of people who use it, and live by it—and convince 

their friends and family to do the same.  Mobs will devote more time to a site they love than they will 

to their jobs.  They will frequently build the site for the founders for free, because they get something 

out of that site that is far greater than money. 

When done well, social networking, media, and user-generated content sites tap into—and 

exploit—core human emotions. Blogs and sites such as YouTube are ostensibly about getting the 

entertainment and news you want.  But it is the stroking of your ego that makes them so powerful: 

Having thousands of people read your opinion on something or your minute-by-minute life story; 
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having dozens of people mark your review as “funny” or cool”; your video clip becoming a YouTube 

sensation; people you do not even know love you… 

But more important than entertainment, self-expression, or ego-boosting is the human need to 

connect.  This is far more powerful use of the Web than for something like buying a book online.  

That is why these sites are sometimes described as addictive.  Machines are used to exploit what 

makes humans so uniquely human.  Only a certain subset of people is addicted, to say, online 

gambling or online shopping; but everyone is addicted to validation and human connections. 

So a good bioinformatics network site may have sections for common diseases such as globesity 

(global obesity) for people with weight problems, or even dancing as a form of exercise for its healthful 

effects.  The site should not be the traditional site that is too pedagogical and dry.  People in the 

academia tend to view themselves as a different creed, above others.  When they do something, they 

have to remain within certain guidelines of scientific rigor or beauty. While this is a good practice, it is 

not the only means.  If it is true, of the large number of publications, how many are really useful? 

Read?  Einsteins are rare; but there are many brilliant minds, and a lot more smart ones.  Collectively 

these brilliant and smart minds will contribute more than Einsteins. 

As we have discussed earlier, prevention and preventive medicine are not very attractive in the 

current healthcare system.  Through social network, the mold may just be broken, and insurers and 

doctors will have to change their business practices when the mob is working against their current 

thinking.  Healthcare will then be brought back to the individual self.  Money cannot buy health; 

only individuals can help themselves by taking good care of themselves.  With money, an individual 

may have more options; some less fortunate ones just do not have that luxury.  Bioinformatics social 

networks will democratize that by allowing everyone the opportunity to know about oneself and take 

better care of oneself. 

This is not to mention the open source and peer-to-peer that can come out of the current 

bioinformatics community.  For example, the current grid computing (cloud computing) 

bioinformatics community should get more open, share their software (open source) and put more of 

their discoveries in simple terms for everyone to enlighten (P2P).  When the bioinformatics 

community can change their mindset to be very open (instead of holding back their new findings for 

months or years before putting them in public) and fully utilize OS and P2P, the area as a whole will 

make progress at a much faster pace. 

Had OS and P2P not taken off, Web 2.0 might still have emerged.  But it would have taken 

longer, cost more, and the cautious, tight-fisted hackers who came up with its greatest ideas likely 

would not have been part of it.  It probably would have looked a lot more like Web 1.0.  Maybe you 

could call it Web 1.5.  Bioinformatics 2.0 can learn from this. 

Now with sequencing technologies improving rapidly and the cost of sequencing dropping 

precipitously, the day will soon arrive that digitizing of identities will evolve into digitizing of genetic 

identities.  When such a day dawns, DNAbook will likely overwhelm Facebook. 
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